
NON-TIPPING CAN COOLER - NEW GREEN COLOUR

SUMMER ‘22 NEW PRODUCTS

The amazing Toadfish Non-Tipping Can Cooler is the first of its kind un-spillable beverage cooler. The innovative 
SmartGrip technology allows the Can Cooler to stick to any smooth surface. To use simply place the Can Cooler 
on any smooth surface and it will keep your drink in place and securely upright. Double 
wall vacuum insulation keeps drinks icy cold to the last sip, and they are made with 
high grade stainless steel, making them puncture and rust resistant.

Colour Code
Black TFCCooler-Black
Graphite TFCCooler-Graphite
Green TFCCooler-Green
Orange TFCCooler-Orange
Pink TFCCooler-Pink
Red TFCCooler-Red
Teal TFCCooler-Teal
White TFCCooler-White

20oz NON-TIPPING TUMBLERS
Go big with the up-sized 20oz Non-Tipping Tumbler. This 
maxi-size drink cup offers the same insulating properties as the 
10oz version, and also comes with a shatter-proof lid. A glass 
insert is available seperately as well, 
for an enhanced drinking experience.

Size/Colour Code
20oz Graphite TFNOTIP20ozTUM-GRAPH
20oz Teal TFNOTIP20ozTUM-TEAL
20oz White TFNOTIP20ozTUM-WHITE
20oz Glass Insert TF16ozTUM-GLASSINSERT

WINE CHILLER
The Toadfish® Wine Chiller is the ultimate wine accessory. Keep your favourite wine at the perfect 
temperature longer. Double-walled, stainless steel construction keeps your wine, champagne, 
sparkling water, or other like-size beverage chilled for hours. This thoughtfully crafted single bottle 
Wine Chiller is condensation-free and does not require ice. Take 
your iceless chilled wine anywhere with this revolutionary, easy to 
carry, lightweight, and portable design. We offer both graphite and 
rose gold wine chillers. The adjustable top fits more bottles, better. 
Cheers to that!

Colour Code
Graphite TFWINECHILLER-GRAPH
Rose Gold TFWINECHILLER-ROSE

STOWAWAY LED ALL PURPOSE LANTERN
The perfect companion for the outdoor adventurer, the Stowaway LED All Purpose 
Lantern is a compact bright LED light with some amazing features. This high-quality 
LED light can switch between white or red, is rechargeable via a USB port, and will 
last for hours. The Toadfish patented SmartGrip® technology is built into the bottom, 
allowing it to stick to any smooth surface. It also comes with a fold out handle for 
hanging above your head. Don’t get stuck in 
the dark, get yourself a Toadfish Stowaway 
LED All Purpose Lantern!

Item Code
All Purpose Lantern TFSTOWLEDLIGHT-GRAPH

SCISSORS & SHEATH
The ultimate pair of scissors have arrived! Introducing Toadfish Scissors, made from 
high quality stainless steel, the spring-loaded, micro-serrated, sharp blades will cut 
through seafood, meats & vegetables with ease. The blades also acts as an effective 
fish descaler for quick preparation of your favourite fish species. The ergonomic 
handle has soft touch rubber grips and an attachment loop for 

versatility. Available with an optional sheath that can be attached to 
a belt or suctioned to any flat surface.

Item Code
Scissors TFSCISSOR
Sheath TFSCISSORSHEATH

THESE EXCITING NEW ADDITIONS TO THE TOADFISH RANGE ARE NOW AVAILABLE


